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RENEWABLE ENERGY ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Notes from meeting on January 12, 2011  
 
Attending from the Council: 
Jason Busch, Oregon Wave Energy Trust 
Eric Chung, Pacific Power 
Megan Decker, Renewable Northwest Project 
Troy Gagliano, enXco 
Margie Gardner, Bonneville Environmental 
Foundation 
Ben Henson, Renewable Energy Solutions 
Thor Hinckley, Portland General Electric 
Suzanne Leta Liou, Res Americas 
Glenn Montgomery, OSEIA 
Frank Vignola, University of Oregon 
 
Attending from Energy Trust: 
Doug Boleyn 
Kacia Brockman 
Pete Catching 
Fred Gordon 
Hannah Hacker 
Jason Jepsen 
Jed Jorgensen 
Betsy Kauffman 


Dave McClelland 
Elaine Prause 
Thad Roth 
Lizzie Rubado 
John Volkman  
Peter West 
 
Others attending: 
Jeff Bissonnette, CUB (by phone) 
Theresa Gibney, Corvallis Sustainability 
Coalition 
John Reynolds, University of Oregon and 
Energy Trust board of directors 
Elizabeth McNannay, Resource Consultants 
Heather Laird, Resource Consultants 
Mark Pengilly, Oregonians for Renewable 
Energy  
Vijay Satyal, Oregon Department of Energy 
Dick Wanderscheid, Bonneville 
Environmental Foundation 
 


1. Welcome and introductions 


Betsy Kauffman called the meeting to order at 9:31 a.m. The meeting immediately launched into 
item two as Jeff Bissonnette, presenter, was time constrained. After the preview of the 2011 
legislative session from Bissonnette, everyone introduced themselves. Betsy welcomed new 
RAC members, each giving a brief introduction: Ben Henson, Jason Busch and Suzanne Leta 
Liou. New Energy Trust staff were introduced: Jason Jepsen (residential solar manager) and 
Lizzie Rubado (transitioned to managing Small Wind program). The minutes from November 
2010 were approved and the January agenda was accepted. 
 
2. Preview of the 2011 legislative session 
Jeff Bissonnette from Citizens’ Utility Board gave an update on the upcoming Oregon legislative 
session. John Kitzhaber was sworn into office on Monday. The Senate makeup is 16 Democrats 
to 14 Republicans; Senator Peter Courtney is the Senate president (for his 5th term). The 
House makeup is split 30-30 between both parties, and for the first time, there are co-speakers: 
Rep. Bruce Hanna and Rep. Arnie Roblan. Each House committee has co-chairs and equally 
divided membership between parties. Each co-chair has veto power, unless you have the 
majority of the committee representing an equal number of Democrats and Republicans 
supporting a bill. The Senate is expected to follow normal operations, where committees just 
need a majority. We are unsure how co-speakers in the House will operate among themselves 
and with the Senate president. 
 
Jeff doesn’t expect much renewable energy action. Top of mind is the defense of the public 
purpose charge during development of the budget (state is facing an approximately $3.5 billion 
deficit). He has seen attempts to bring public purpose funding into the state budget during past 
sessions, and expects similar attempts this year.  He does not expect those attempts to be 
successful. 
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Jeff said the state’s tax credit programs have really driven Oregon’s reputation as a clean 
energy leader. It’s not clear right now what will happen to these during the session. One key 
issue is that utility-scale projects will probably not be part of the Business Energy Tax Credit 
program. There is support for small-scale renewable energy projects.  
 
Jeff noted that the $3.5 billion deficit doesn’t include the Business Energy Tax Credit or the 
Residential Energy Tax Credit past its sunset (July 1, 2012).  This means that if the program is 
extended at all, it would need to get back into the budget. CUB and others are working on 
messaging and rebranding the program in hopes of a sensible outcome involving dedicating 
some portion of state finances to the program. 
 
We’re likely to see the feed-in-tariff pilot being allowed to be continued. It has been going on for 
six months with only two sign-up periods. The general consensus is to let the pilot run for a 
while. 
 
Energy efficiency will have more activity; in particular, energy efficiency retrofits at schools.  
 
Betsy asked about a proposal circulating to divide the Oregon Department of Energy and send 
its varying functions to different state agencies. Jeff said there are a number of wide ranging 
proposed “fixes” to the Oregon Department of Energy. Rep. Bailey's proposal would move the 
tax credit portion to Business Oregon, facility siting to Land Use, policy/regulatory to the Oregon 
Public Utility Commission and any remaining functions to the Governor’s office.  Senator 
Dingfelder’s proposal is for an energy commission to oversee the department. Senator Beyer 
proposes to expand the Oregon Public Utility Commission to take on Oregon Department of 
Energy duties. Jeff expects a middle of the road fix will pass rather than the extreme measures 
on both sides It all comes down to cost and what the new governor wants to do. Stay tuned. 
 
Troy Gagliano asked about the odds of ending the Business Energy Tax Credit earlier than 
2012. Jeff said that would be unlikely. 
 
3. Hydro resource assessments 


Jed Jorgensen presented. He gave a brief overview of the history of the program. The first 
resource assessment was conducted in 2008 and published January 26, 2009. Project owners 
typically approached Energy Trust and we had supported two irrigation conduit projects 
(Swalley and Central Oregon), a municipal water project (Albany) and a backyard project 
(Bugni). The assessment by Summit Blue identified the following challenges: lack of internal 
expertise on the part of project proponents around energy production, complex permitting 
processes and the interconnection process. Projects that were easier to identify: pressure 
reduction valves (typically in municipal water systems), canal pressurization (irrigation districts), 
water storage facilities, aquifer storage and recovery and expansion at existing facilities. After 
the assessment, we developed guidebooks to the permitting process which dramatically 
reduced the permitting time for the last three projects we have helped.  
 
Current program offerings:  


 Project incentives based on an above market cost analysis 


 Project development assistance of 50 percent of cost up to $40,000 reimbursed for grant 
writing, feasibility studies, design, interconnection and permitting 


 
The program completed two additional assessments in November 2010 to spur greater action. A 
mapping and resource assessment identified hydro project possibilities at 22 locations in 
Wallowa County with opportunities for patrons of irrigation ditches, and a larger assessment 
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looked at hydro potential for irrigation districts across Oregon. Both assessments used water 
rights and GIS data.  
 
Hydropower Potential and Energy Savings Evaluation of Irrigation Water Providers of Oregon, 
by Black Rock Consulting. All projects need head and flow. With irrigation districts, the way to 
get at the potential was screening people for their water rights, and then we looked at those 
water resources to see if there’s enough head for a project. Fourteen overall locations were 
identified with 29 sites total, and potential capacity of 21,440 kilowatts. Jed displayed a table of 
those sites. He reminded the council that this isn’t the entire state (excluded some districts, such 
as Klamath). Each site was detailed in the report, including water provider, level of interest at 
the district, interconnection utility, resource estimates, power potential estimates, project 
development and cost estimates, and potential flaws. Projects would mostly be qualifying 
facilities needing interconnection. 
 
Scoping Study of Hydropower Potential in Wallowa County, Oregon by Renewable Energy 
Solutions, LLC. Twenty-two locations identified ranging from about six kW to about 400 kW, with 
potential total capacity of just over one megawatt. Individual information for each site is detailed 
in the report. The majority would be net metered. A meeting with some landowners in December 
showed high levels of interest and we discussed next steps with them. There is potential for a 
different process with these projects than traditional projects. John Reynolds asked how many 
projects are already piped and which ones could be piped for potential water savings in addition 
to energy generation. The program has not yet started conversations with the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture, but will look into this soon. There’s one system to come on-line in the county in 
the next few months and this could be a demonstration project for the community to see how the 
process works. Vijay brought up considerations with water rights. Jed said it is easier when the 
water rights are secured. Ben said water rights are an important discussion topic and some 
projects take negotiation with the ditch companies. Department of Interior’s WaterSmart project 
was brought up. Thor asked whether these projects are considered renewable. Jed said the 
program understands the RPS to allow new hydro projects to be considered a renewable 
resource. Only existing projects (pre 1995) need to be certified and are regulated under different 
requirements. Betsy clarified that we are mainly interested in securing new projects, new 
generation.  
 
Margie Gardner: Seems interconnection costs are relatively high and maybe expected to come 
down but where does this cost rank in terms of the project?  
Jed said the report’s results are useful from a high level, but each site will need to go through 
individual analysis to determine real costs, such as interconnection.  
 
Suzanne: What is the statewide potential capacity for hydro?  
Jed: Hesitate to throw out a number because the studies we have completed do not address all 
the resources that are out there. 
 
Next steps are to look at what can we learn from this and apply to the next study, talk to the 
U.S. Departments of Agriculture and Energy and to get the word out.  
 
4. Outline for revision to performance benchmarks 
Elaine Prause presented. As part of our realignment of activities toward more early stage 
projects and market assistance, we need a revision of our Oregon Public Utility Commission 
performance benchmarks to measure the value of what we are bringing to the table. Elaine 
reviewed the history of this ongoing discussion. Elaine said the Oregon Public Utility 
Commission is interested in this development and willing to work with Energy Trust in the short 
term on these goals. Both efficiency and renewable performance benchmarks will be revisited 



http://www.energytrust.org/library/reports/100916_HydropowerPotential.pdf

http://www.energytrust.org/library/reports/100112

http://www.energytrust.org/library/reports/100112
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this quarter. Draft timeline: Work with the Oregon Public Utility Commission through quarter one 
2011, update RAC March 9 and draft benchmarks to Board of Directors March 30.  
 
The goal of this discussion is to share our proposed methodology to defining benchmarks and to 
gather feedback from the RAC to help prepare for upcoming Oregon Public Utility Commission 
workshop activity. Because of our more focused emphasis on early stage project and market 
development, we need to expand our benchmarks to include measurement of the value this 
work brings. RAC briefing paper provides background and proposal description.  
 
Consider measuring activity we influence at different points along the development timeline. 
Propose to track the following (setting benchmarks for each major category): 


1. Installed generation 
a. Projects which received our incentives post completion  


i. Set a range of installed generation instead of one number, considering 
the uncertainty of some funding mechanisms (state tax credits, federal 
grants) 


b. Projects which received early stage assistance only  
i. Track projects that received early stage development assistance but 


were able to complete without a project incentive from Energy Trust. 
Limited data exists for this class of projects but we expect to see more of 
these over time as we have less money for project incentives. An 
evaluation component would apply where we’d look to answer “Was our 
help influential to the project’s success?”  


2. In progress 
a. Actions reducing barriers 


i. Five general barriers: Lack of Awareness, Cost, Delivery Market Health, 
Regulatory, Time and Interest 


ii. For each barrier, what actions do we take to lessen that barrier 
iii. How can our influence be measured? 


b. Example table for small renewables in general, would need to look technology 
specific 


c. What are the appropriate time spans for measurements? 
d. Is there flexibility in the measurement 
e. Define baseline and evaluation plan 


 
Following this analysis of barriers and impacts results in a mix of quantitative and qualitative 
measures for development progress. The baseline determination would be critical and similar to 
defining the “state of the state” for each market. 
 
Margie: The vast majority of your budget is spent on project incentives; what percent of the 
budget is shifting away from incentives in this proposal?  
Elaine: Today about 10-15 percent of program budgets go to early stage assistance work. We’re 
expecting that to double or triple by 2012 leaving less money available for project incentives.  
Margie: Big shift in your focus for the program, away from “we provide cash” to “we develop 
stronger markets.” 
 
Margie: It’s worth also researching and comparing Oregon to other comparable markets (maybe 
Washington) to see what were the common and differing factors contributing to successes and 
failures. The research done over time could be very informative. 
 
Suzanne: Structure your evaluation by looking at the stages of projects for each technology. Are 
they continuing to progress? 
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Theresa: There’s a point that the quantitative data needed ($/kW) shifts to qualitative 
(interconnection costs declining or interconnection knowledge among project owners increasing 
– leading to quicker utility approval). 
 
Frank: Look at where you started and what you’ve been able to invest throughout the years, you 
are a major influence among many. Track over time the improvements in projects: timeline 
decreasing between proposal to completion, change in costs. Look statewide and analyze 
Energy Trust’s influence on those changes, and most importantly, look at jobs impact. 
 
Vijay: Caution that though trend analysis is interesting and informative, you have different 
regulatory processes over time affecting each technology in dissimilar ways that may be absent 
in the analysis. 
 
Fred: These issues are similar to what we face with energy efficiency. The difference being 
renewable energy doesn’t see the high volume of projects efficiency does. What we’re 
interested in seeing is our influence: would projects or market changes have happened without 
Energy Trust? You do this largely by asking the key players.  
 
Eric: This is a circular process we’re talking about. Need to be open to modifying the process, 
evaluation methods and benchmark setting.  
 
Fred: The category of costs can be useful short term but we cannot forecast for long term. 
 
Suzanne: Be cautious with tying Energy Trust to driving market activity and change, many 
players with various levels of influence, difficult to attribute benefits. 
 
Elaine: The proposal benchmarks would need to have considerations allowing us to remain 
flexible in our approach as external forces influence the market. Focusing on trends versus 
forecasting or expecting absolute numbers, being aware of the interaction of barriers 
complicating measurement of progress, and keeping the evaluation targeted and not overly 
complex. 
 
Megan: Recommend working on the completed projects and case studies before the Oregon 
Public Utility Commission workshops.  
 
Mark: Also recommend to measure jobs creation. This an increasingly important metric showing 
value received for public/ratepayer funds. 
 
Frank: Recommend going back and re-surveying those initially surveyed as Energy Trust 
programs came on-line. 
 
Eric: Recommend not setting a range for installed generation but resetting the floor and leaving 
it at that.  
 
Thor: Look nationally at what’s used and reported on by other organizations that do similar 
types of work. 
 
5. Program updates 
The programs are awaiting the Business Energy Tax Credit announcement: The Oregon 
Department of Energy has not yet released the latest Tier 2 announcements. We have several 
projects awaiting the announcement. Our goal is to commit as much as money, and get as 
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many projects going, as we can. We had hoped to bring you an update today but it looks like 
we’ll do that at the next RAC. 
 
Interconnection: AR 521 rules put in place about 18 months ago. As people have worked with 
them it’s become evident that there are kinks to work out. We convened a meeting with utilities, 
developers and the Oregon Public Utility Commission to discuss. 
 
Are the standards strict enough for this particular situation? The developers and utilities have 
different views of the rules and what is necessary in terms of studies. The developers want 
things to be easy. The utilities don’t think things are so easy. It was resolved to look at the 
standards. Energy Trust will also try to help projects on a specific basis. The cost variation 
between the facility study and what is installed is large. Utilities understand this but developers 
don’t. Utilities generally don’t send engineers to the sites during studies, but if they did they 
might get a tighter cost range. This would increase the cost of the studies. 
 
Troy noted that a lot of folks assume that when they get a utility one line drawing that the utility 
actually knows what the infrastructure is. But it could be that the utility hasn’t visited the pole 
and seen the equipment in 15 years. That was a wake-up call. Getting people out to look at the 
infrastructure is key. 
 
6. Public comment 


Energy Trust is considering moving the April RAC meeting to accommodate the Northwest 
Environmental Business Council conference, which is scheduled for the same day. 
 
7. Meeting adjournment 


Betsy thanked all council members for their participation and adjourned the meeting at 11:55 
a.m. The next meeting is March 9, 2011. 
 
 
 
 








Energy Trust Hydroelectric 


Resource Assessments







• Energy Trust’s history with the sector


• Current offerings


• Recent resource assessments


Overview







Energy Trust’s 


work with the 


hydroelectric 


sector







http://energytrust.org/library/reports/090126_Small_hydropower.pdf



http://energytrust.org/library/reports/090126_Small_hydropower.pdf





Low hanging fruit:


• Pressure Reduction Valves


• Canal pressurization


• Water storage facilities


• Aquifer Storage & Recovery


• Existing facility expansions







Challenges


• Internal expertise


• Permitting (federal and state)


• Power contracts and interconnection 


agreements







energytrust.org/hydro (resources tab)



http://energytrust.org/hydro





Current offerings







What we offer


• Project development assistance


• Grant writing, feasibility, design, interconnection, 


permitting, etc.


• 50% cost share up to $40,000


• Paid as reimbursement







What we offer


• Project Incentives


• Based on “Above Market Costs”


• Energy Trust takes % of project’s RECs







Resource 


Assessments







http://energytrust.org/library/reports/100916_HydropowerPotential.pdf



http://energytrust.org/library/reports/100916_HydropowerPotential.pdf









Location Sites Total Capacity kW


Sidney Irrigation District 1 170                            


Santiam Water Control District 1 600                            


Lakeview Water Users 1 280                            


Talent Irrigation District 7 2,760                        


Central Oregon Irrigation District 6 5,940                        


Three Sisters Irrigation District 1 900                            


Tumalo Irrigation District 2 2,500                        


Columbia Improvement District 3 340                            


West Extension Irrigation District 1 2,000                        


Westland Irrigation District 1 180                            


Hermiston Irrigation District 2 770                            


Westland/Stanfield Irrigation Districts 1 2,600                        


Burnt River Irrigation District 1 750                            


Vale Irrigation District 1 1,650                        


Total 29 21,440                      















http://energytrust.org/library/reports/101120_Wallowa_Mapping2.pdf



http://energytrust.org/library/reports/101120_Wallowa_Mapping2.pdf






















Renewable Energy 
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Recap







Review Proposal Framework


Support full range of 
technologies 20MW and 


under


> % funds development 
support and cross 


cutting efforts (~12% to 
24-36%)


Reset generation goal / 
performance 
benchmarks


Custom project pool $3-
$4M (RFP, loan fund, 
teaming initiatives…)


Standard incentives


Brings better projects to stronger markets







Timeline


• January 12 – meet with RAC, review concepts


• Work with OPUC throughout Q1


• March 9 – update to RAC


• March 30 – draft benchmarks to Energy Trust Board







Proposed 


Methodology







Proposed Methodology


• How are we  achieving our mission today?


• Measure activity we influence at different points along 


development timeline


Installed


• Early stage 
assistance only


• Project incentive


In Progress


• Actions reduce 
barriers


• Quantitative & 
qualitative 
measures


• Results in benchmarks for each category







Measures of Installed Generation


• Set a range of installed generation vs. one number


– For example, 1.5 – 2.75 aMW (uncertainty of tax 


credits and grants)


– Historical data plus likely conditions


• Track projects with early stage support only – was our 


help critical to success? 


– Evaluation interviews


– Limited data to forecast what this could become







Measures of Progression


I. Table of market barriers, our actions/impact, measure 


of influence


• 5 general categories, overlapping


• Example of small RE in general, technology specific 


variations needed


• Failures can be informative


II. How do actions and measures vary by technology?


III. What are appropriate measurement time spans?


IV. Flexibility to reflect external changes?


V. Define baseline and evaluation plan


 Mix of quantitative and qualitative results, narrative 


of how the market has improved







Examples
Barrier Our Approach Measurement


Lack of Awareness Targeted scoping and feasibility 


studies


- A new market segment is 


participating in studies


- > % studies transition to 


next phase


Cost Assist with leveraging other 


resources 


- # of successful team 


building arrangements 


demonstrated


Delivery Market Health Foster a “pool of experts” and 


cost share with project


- Developers find the 


process simpler


Regulatory Outreach/education to project 


owners


- Reduced timeframes, fewer 


delays


Time and Interest Streamline our processes to 


participation


- Reported satisfaction with 


the process







Considerations


• External influences require us to be flexible, 


measures should allow for flex (e.g. 4 out of 7 


approach) 


• Interaction of barriers complicates measurement of 


progress


• Focusing on trends vs. absolute numbers


• Keep evaluation component targeted, efficient, not 


overly complicated







Resulting Options for Benchmarks


Two categories; 


1. Installed generation


• Installed generation as a range


• Early stage impact on installations tracked initial 


years


2. Measures of market development progression


• Mix of measures include quantitative trends plus 


qualitative characterizations


• Evaluation component 







Next Steps
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Briefing Paper 
Renewable Energy Draft Performance Benchmarks  
January 12, 2011 


Summary 
Energy Trust staff engaged the Renewable Advisory Council in discussions throughout the fall 
regarding which long term operating principle should guide our 2012 action plan. The decision 
to focus on early stage project and market development highlighted a mismatch with our current 
OPUC performance benchmark for installed generation and the need to revisit and realign this 
benchmark in 2011 for future years.  
 
This paper proposes a methodology to step us through this process. Our overall goal is to 
define new benchmarks which are reflective of our ability to reduce early stage barriers and 
catalyze small scale renewable development.  


Background 
• Through the 2011-2012 budget development process it became apparent that by 2012, 


meeting current OPUC performance benchmarks plus all strategic goals in a market with 
higher above market costs and steady funding would be highly unlikely. 


 
• We solicited RAC feedback throughout the fall on which operating principle out of a 


selection of four they preferred to set as our highest priority. Member feedback helped 
shape our recommendation; which is to hold early stage project and market 
development assistance for a wide range of small scale renewable technologies as our 
main priority. 


 
• We already do a large amount of early stage project and market development work, the 


success of which is not measured outside of the installed generation goal. Examples 
from over the past few years include; expansion of our technical assistance to cost share 
interconnection, permitting, and financing specialists, development of hydro permitting 
and interconnection guidebooks, and staff assistance with market data needs for 
municipal RFPs and regional policy development. 
 


• To date, our one benchmark has been tied to installed generation for which we have 
provided a project incentive for a portion of the above market cost post project 
commissioning. (Three year rolling average of 3aMW installed) 


 
• Shifting focus more specifically towards expanding this early stage project and market 


development should lead to shifting our performance benchmarks beyond installed 
generation to additional metrics to measure progress in this focus area. 


 
• OPUC staff, in comments to Energy Trust regarding our 2011-2012 budget and action 


plan, recommended that we “continue to work with commission staff and other 
stakeholders to clearly define the objectives of the renewable programs and develop 
appropriate performance benchmarks” and report back on our progress. 


 
Over the next several months, Energy Trust staff will work with the RAC, OPUC, and Board to 
develop new performance benchmarks for 2012 and beyond. The rest of this paper begins the 
process of describing a proposed methodology to create these benchmarks and offers resulting 
options for stakeholders to begin to consider. 
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Proposed Methodology for Benchmark Creation 
Since our mission statement is “to catalyze development of small scale renewable energy 
systems”, a good place to start the discussion is by asking “how do we show we are achieving 
this mission?” 
 
Consider defining measurements of activity we influence at different points along the 
development timeline; 1) At completion with installed aMW and 2) progressively along various 
points of the development timeline. 
 
1. Installed generation 


 
Our influence upon annual installed generation can be described in two ways;  


• Early stage assistance which enables a project to move forward to completion without an 
Energy Trust project incentive and 


• Provision of a project incentive post completion which helps to lower their initial 
investment cost  


 
Benchmark development:  
 


I. Set an annual aMW range of installed generation tied to the portion of the budget to be 
dedicated to project incentives covering a portion of above market costs. This range can 
be calculated based on historical project data and various assumptions surrounding 
available tax credits and grants.  


 
II. We have limited data to help us forecast a reasonable metric for installations without 


project incentives. To better inform what this metric could be, over the first few years of 
new benchmarks we propose to track small scale installations we have influenced but 
have not contributed a project incentive towards. Our influence can be tracked through 
provision of some early stage funding assistance (e.g., feasibility study, grant writing, or 
interconnection expert cost sharing). In these cases, our help was critical to success, 
and we will perform post-installation evaluation interviews to verify whether the 
developer agrees. Generation from projects participating in utility feed in tariffs would not 
be included in this category. 


 
2.  Development progression 
 
Through our own experience in working with project owners and from results of market studies 
over the past years we can define the major categories of barriers to development, ways in 
which we can influence the lessening of these barriers, and suggest some ways that our 
influence can be measured (Table 1 on last page). The list of measurements captures both 
quantitative assessments we can pull together from our databases and qualitative aspects that 
would need market evaluation. 
 
This table can serve as an example of a first step towards defining benchmarks for development 
progression but is limited as well.  


• Each technology will have a variation of useful actions to lessen a barrier and some that 
are more critical than others, etc.  


• Although the barriers are thought of as project specific, they are endemic of larger 
market issues. Therefore, translating success at barrier removal for one project into 
ripple effect benefits for the larger market needs to be considered.  


• Results for some efforts can often be counted as failures when they are actually valuable 
contributors to informing improvements and targeting resources towards what does work 
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(e.g. market studies determine that there isn’t sufficient feedstock in the region to 
support large scale community digester effort) 


 
Benchmark development:  


I. Starting with attached table, identify which measurements reflect most progress in 
market development and eliminate others 


II. How do our actions and measurements vary when individual technologies are concerned 
compared to this more general cross cutting version? What’s the best mix of technology 
specific vs. cross cutting measurements? 


III. Set an appropriate time span over which progress for each category can be measured. 
Annually? 3 years? 5 years? 


IV. Refine the list into performance measures based on additional considerations 
V. Define baseline and performance evaluation plan.  


 
Additional Considerations 
Since so many external issues have great influence over these projects, we know we need to 
remain flexible to maximize our impact. Benchmarks need to recognize this issue and not be too 
specifically defined. For example, considering meeting 4 out of 7 targets a success may be 
reasonable versus needing to excel in each category when factors outside of our control are 
also at play. 
 
Although we inform our program designs with experience and market data, small project 
development is a complex road with many off ramps. Focusing on trends and case studies to 
show progress rather than absolute project numbers seems reasonable. 
 
There are often a range of barriers in the way of development for each project. Even if one is 
lessened, another may be keeping it from moving along. It’s this interaction that further 
complicates measurement of our progress.  


 
Resulting Options for Benchmarks 
Two categories of performance benchmarks to be reported to the OPUC would result; installed 
generation due to our influence and market development progression. The first would be 
reasonably straight forward to develop but would be different from today. It would be defined as 
a range depending on external factors and lower than today’s metric to start. After a few years 
of tracking non project incentive projects closely, we can reassess the range. 
 
The second will take more thought and analysis to develop and will likely result in a mix of 
measurements, some quantitative of improving trends and others that require an element of fast 
feedback evaluation input.  
 
Next Steps 
During the January RAC, staff plans to review the proposal and receive initial input from RAC 
members.  At the March 9th RAC, staff will have our recommendations for benchmarks to 
present to the board at the March 30, 2011 meeting and will engage with the OPUC closely in 
the spring.  
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Table 1: Development Barriers 


General Category of Barrier Our Approaches to Lessening 
Barrier 


How our influence can be measured 


Lack of Awareness 
‐ Resource potential 
‐ How to define the business 


case 
‐ Next steps to development 
‐ How to operate/maintain a RE 


system 
 


 
‐ Scoping and feasibility studies 
‐ Study assistance with Proforma 
‐ Cost share development 


expertise 
‐ Include cost of long term O&M 


contracts in project cost 


 
‐ Increasingly higher % of studies turn 


into projects moving to next 
development phase  


‐ New market segment participating 
with studies(e.g. food processors) 


‐ Increased regional familiarity with 
resources through increased 
demand for assistance 


Cost 
‐ Appetite for early stage 


investment risk 
‐ Capital cost – lack of equity, not 


able to secure loan,  need for 
3rd party tax equity investor 


‐ Ongoing operating and 
maintenance cost including debt 
service 


 


 
‐ Early stage study cost sharing 
‐ Project incentives, pre-


completion loan pilot, grant 
writing, general education on 
tax credits  & grants 


‐ Multi-year pay- out of project 
incentive 


 
‐ Increasingly higher % of studies turn 


into projects moving to next 
development phase 


‐ Cost trends moderating 
‐ $s leveraged per ETO $s spent  
‐ # of successful team-building 


arrangements demonstrated 
(financial and/or 
operating/management) 


Delivery Market Health 
Lack of… 
‐ Local examples of commercially 


viable system applications 
‐ Quality installations 
‐ Sound technical expertise 


 
 


‐ Funding for near demonstration 
projects 


‐ Trade ally/work force training 
‐ Program requirements re: 


installation, site/system 
conditions 


‐ Foster a “pool of experts” and 
cost share with project 


 
‐ # of replicable projects installed with 


outreach/ education component 
‐ # certified/trained installers grows 


per year 
‐ Performance exceeds expectations, 


Good inspection rates high 
‐ Developers are finding the process 


simpler 


Regulatory  
‐ Permitting (county, state, 


federal) 
‐ Interconnection and PPA 


technicalities 
 


 
‐ Outreach/education to project 


owners 
‐ Cost share technical assistance 
‐ Offer market data/expertise to 


policy makers 


 
‐ Reduced timeframes for completion 


of permits/IC agreements, fewer 
delays 


‐ Reported satisfaction w/process 
‐ ETO is considered to be 


resourceful, collaborative energy 
sector members for policy leaders 


Time and Interest  
‐ Lack of staff resources and 


experience 
‐ Power generation not high 


priority 


 
‐ Team projects with experienced 


technical resources 
‐ Streamline our processes 
‐ Lack of interest may be related 


to lack of awareness. If not, we 
recognize the risk to us is too 
great to pursue further 


 
‐ Increasingly higher % of leads turn 


into projects moving to next 
development phase 


‐ Reported satisfaction w/process and 
time commitment reductions 
 


 





